
Mastering Arabic 1: Arabic root and verb system

Arabic root system

The Arabic root shows the core meaning of a word. This core can usually be identified by three root
consonants (non-vowels). Much of Arabic grammar is concerned with how the root is manipulated
to create different but related meanings. As you become more familiar with the patterns and
structures, you will be more able to identify the roots and to manipulate them yourself.

Standard roots

Standard roots consist of three different consonants. Here are some of the most common standard
roots with their related meanings (the Arabic root letters read right to left):

Non-standard roots

Some roots can be classified as ‘non-standard’. They fit into one of the following categories:

Weak 
One of the three root letters is h ww or … y’ (two ‘weak’ letters that can be a consonant or 
a vowel). Weak roots are the largest non-standard category. Examples include:

Doubled 
The second and third roots are the same letter. Doubled roots are a significant non-standard
category. Examples include:

Hamzated 
One of the roots is hamza. Hamzated roots are less common than weak or doubled roots. 
Examples include:

Quadriliteral 
The root is made up of four consonants, rather than the usual three. Quadriliteral roots are
relatively uncommon. Examples include:

As you progress in your study of Arabic, you will learn more about non-standard roots and how 
they affect word patterns.

hcraes otÜ/ì/ç

evael otä/Q/∑

tis otê/∫/S¢

evreser otì/ê/R 

neppah otì/O/ç

dnetta otì/V¢/Q

tuo og otñ/Q/ê

ni emoc otO/ñ/∫

yduts otO/Q/S¢ 

og otP/√/Ü

nruter otQ/ê/´ 

ward otQ/S¢/Ω

edir otQ/∑/Ü

laets otS¢/Q/¥ 

levart otS¢/±/Q

evil ot /ediser otS¢/∑/¿

raeh otS¢/Ω/´

knird otT¢/Q/Ü 

knaht otT¢/∑/Q

ekam otU¢/¿/´

kooc ot•/Ü/ñ

wonk ot´/Q/±

nrael ot´/∫/Ω

krow ot´/Ω/∫

nepo ot±/ä/ì

od ot±/´/∫

dnatsrednu ot±/√/Ω

hsaw otÆ/S¢/∫

etirw ot∑/ä/Ü

kaerb ot∑/S¢/Q

raew ot∫/Ü/S¢

yalp ot∫/´/Ü

kool ot¿/®/Q

ekaw otU¢/ì/hylf ot•/…/Qevirra oth/U¢/∫ 

ylper otQ/O/Oehtab otì/Ω/Ωevol otì/Ü/Ü 

ksa otS¢/A/∫daer ot¥/Q/Atae otA/∑/∫ 

llor otO/ì/Q/êrettahc otç/Q/ç/Qetalsnart otä/Q/ê/Ω 



Arabic verb system

The Arabic verb system is based on the root system. Verbs are categorised into ‘basic’ and ‘derived’
forms. Basic verbs are ‘no frills’ verbs generally based around the three root consonants. Derived
forms manipulate the root consonants, adding extra letters before and between them, to create
different but related meanings (see table, Mastering Arabic 1, pages 286).

Verbs with non-standard roots produce irregular patterns in both the basic and derived forms.
You will be introduced to these in Mastering Arabic 1. The follow-on course, Mastering Arabic 2,
provides more detail.

Arabic tenses

There are two tenses in Arabic:

• past (»°VÉªdG al-m∂ı)

• present/future (´QÉ°†oªdG al-mu∂ri´) 

Verbs in the two tenses have different endings and prefixes depending on the subject (see tables,
Mastering Arabic 1, pages 284–85).

The past tense is used to talk about completed actions. nÖngnP (dhahaba) means both ‘he went’ and
‘he has gone’;�

o
âÑnànc (katabtu) means ‘I wrote’ and ‘I have written’. There is no direct equivalent of

the English ‘has/have gone’, ‘has/have written’, etc.

The present tense is used to express both the habitual (‘I drink’) and the continuous (‘I am
drinking’). This tense can also be used to express the future, usually with the addition of the prefix
`°nS (sa-) or the independent word n±ƒ°nS (sawfa).


